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Web browsing uses more battery
than their app versions.
Similar to our tip about using YouTube or Vimeo apps for viewing videos, we recommend doing
the same for websites that you use a lot. For example, if you’re a big reader of Business Insider,
download and use their app instead of reading it on a web browser.
When done properly, native applications will use less battery and run faster. They can also save
information that developers know won’t change in your phone’s internal storage and only download
whatever is new. Unfortunately, this is not 100% always the case: sometimes developers don’t have
time or resources to optimize the app and the website will end up being lighter than the app.
So - if you regularly use a website that has an app version, you may end up saving a significant
battery by downloading and installing the app version of it. If you are using a website very often and
they offer an app, download it, use it for a week or so, and try to compare if your phone’s battery is
lasting more or less than before that.

Using Spotify through
a web browser will use
more battery.

Using the Spotify app
will be better for your
battery.

Using Soundcloud
through a web browser
will use more battery.

Using the Soundcloud
app will be better for
your battery.
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Ads on websites use a lot of battery.
Ad agencies and marketing teams are constantly trying to get consumers’ attention by creating
more flashy or interesting ads, and they often do so on very tight deadlines, giving little time for
their developers to actually care about their audience’s battery. One of the most expensive parts of a
website in terms of battery life are ads.
The competition for ad money and decreasing income from media companies in the last 15 year
also means that news sites are often being pushed to place dozens of ads on every page. This free
content ends up costing the consumers in polluted websites filled with tons of ads that also drain
their phone’s batteries and use their mobile data. The New York Times run a very interesting article
on this topic in 2015: NY Times: The Cost of Mobile Ads on 50 News Websites
One way of limiting this, if you can afford it, is to subscribe to those news outlets you read the most.
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Disable Whatsapp auto-download
of images and videos.
As we commented before, downloading data uses a battery. If you use WhatsApp, you may have
noticed that every time someone sends you a funny meme, and audio or video file, WhatsApp
downloads it for you to play it immediately. This becomes even worse when you become part of
several WhatsApp groups: with family, friends, colleagues, people you train with, etc. You can save
some good battery by disabling this behaviour, you’ll just need to tap on a picture, audio or video
before listening to it.
How to disable auto download in WhatsApp:
Follow this steps from Whatsapp’s help, and choose “Never”
• Android: Configuring auto-download
• Apple: Configuring auto-download
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We use these tips in the most desperate times. But we hate being
stranded with no battery.

That’s why we created ReSnap...
The wireless magnetic powerbank.

The perfect magnets.

Works with most cases.

Recharge how you want.

Our custom polymagnets
are designed to have the
perfect strength to make sure
your ReSnap stays attached
to your phone, even when
you’re on a run.

We love our cases. And we
know you love your cases.
That’s why we created
ReSnap to work with almost
all of them. If the back of
your case is flat, smooth, and
has no edges, then ReSnap
will most likely work with your
phone.

You can recharge ReSnap
wirelessly, by placing it on a
ReSnap charging pad, or any
other charging pad. You can
also recharge ReSnap with
a USB-C PD port, which will
recharge faster when you’re
rushed or traveling.

Coming Soon!
Stay tuned to our emails to know when ReSnap Kickstarter is launched so you can grab the best
early bird deals and discounts. Until then, enjoy our gifts!

